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Wren  Feathers 
Scallop sandals 

As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to 
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern, 
I’d appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing/crafting knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please 
email me! 
 

 
 

These sandals are for original/repro size Nancy Famosa, and inspired by the outfit worn by the reedición Nancy 
Caribe.  The fit is forgiving since they're sandals, and they could potentially work for any doll with a similar or even a 
little larger/smaller size foot like Wellie Wishers (smaller) or Animators/Sasha/AGAT (slightly larger). If you're cutting 

out by hand, it's very easy to adapt just the sole and possibly ankle strap to make it fit your favorite doll.   
 
 

The dress is coming next week!   
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The long strap goes around the ankle, the shorter one at the heel.  The steeper angle of the toe strap goes toward the 
outside of the foot.  Sorry there’s no inch box, but the long strap should measure 4” if printed at the correct scale. 

 
 

Cricut Tips:  I used faux leather that had a shiny side and a fabric backing (check the upholstery or costume sections at 
the fabric store) with the shiny side down to help with cleanup. The regular (fine point) blade worked well on my Cricut 
Maker with the super grip mat (reinforced with masking tape) and the material set to bonded outdoor vinyl.  In the 
close-up pix, you can see some raggedy edges of the fabric backing of the vinyl.  If that bothers you, make sure to choose 
vinyl with a non-fray type of backing that looks like felt or knit.  This link should take you directly to the project: 
 

https://design.cricut.com/#/landing/user-project/166142139 
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 If you’re in a hurry, sewing is faster than gluing and those steps are shown here.  If you have a favorite glue and 
don’t mind waiting for it to dry between steps, you could assemble these mainly with glue instead.   

 If sewing on the machine, some pattern tracing paper above and below will help to prevent your project from 
getting marks, sticking to the presser foot, or getting eaten by the feed dogs! 

 Make sure the ankle strap measures 4" when you print.  

 

Note the toe strap has two angles – the steeper angle goes to the OUTSIDE of the foot. 
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Try on doll here and verify where you want the ankle strap to fall.  Arrange heel strap to fit, sew or glue in place and trim 
excess. 

 

The only glue I used was to attach the two soles together.  They’re hard to sew on by hand, but you could substitute 
snaps or some other closure for the Velcro. 

 


